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? Most “international” journals are not 
international
◦ Content
◦ Readers
◦ Editorial board
? Local journals from DC are important     
◦ Local knowledge / local evidence
◦ Policy making 
? What journals need
◦ Quality papers
◦ Time of editors and reviewers
◦ Finances 
◦ Readers
? Part time editors
◦ Full time academicians
? Shifting offices and lack of infrastructure
? ‘Second’ grade articles  
◦ First choice is ‘International’ journals
Limited readers?  
◦ Restricted to print copies
Limited circulation
Poor visibility and 
readership
Fewer authors and 
subscriptions
Circle of
limited
accessibility
Limited recognition
F it tiewer c a ons
Fee less immediate free access-   
? Online submission and review system
◦ Saves time and resources
? Immediate free access
◦ Increases visibility 
◦ Attracts authors and citations
? Sources of revenue  
◦ Print subscriptions
◦ Advertisements – print and online   
◦ Membership fee
◦ Reprints 
? No author / author institution fee






What’s the value: Know the 
access statistics
Knowledge unlimited

‘Learning beyond boundaries’ 

? On subscriptions and economics
? Visibility
? Journals’ performances
? Research Impact 
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Pre-OA period
? Quarterly journal
? Print circulation <400  
◦ Limited to school
? Paid subscription <50  
◦ Majority from India 
? 50 70 articles / year-    



Geographic distribution of visitors (n = 500)
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? More articles per issue
◦ Indian Journal of Urology
? 40 articles in 2005
? 82 articles in 2006
? 115 articles in 2007
? Higher no. of original research papers
? More issues per year
◦ Increase in frequency for 6 journals     
? Regularity of publications
◦ 6 journals published ahead of schedule     
◦ 40 out of 44 published ‘on time’
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? What journals need
Q l
? What OA provides
d◦ ua ity papers
◦ Time of editors and 
i
◦ Rea ers
◦ Quality papers
rev ewers
◦ Finances 
R d
◦ Additional revenue
◦ ea ers
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